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A promise of clumped and position-specific isotope geochemistry is that they may grow 
to encompass the vast isotopic diversity of molecules, providing many constraints on their 
origins and histories. The reality falls short of this vision: even the most technologically 
advanced proven tools examine only a handful of isotopologues. We will present the 
instruments, methods, initial results and strategic goals of an experiment that aims to advance 
this field past a key threshold we term the ‘100 isotopologue challenge’:  Analysis of 100 
isotopologues of a single compound at ~1 ‰ precision, on ~micro-molar samples, in a day.  
Our study focuses on several parallel problems: Developing a technology capable of 
constraining dozens of singly- and multiply-substituted forms of an analyte with the requisite 
sensitivity, precision and speed; processing and interpreting those constraints into statements of 
proportions of isotopologues; definition of a reference frame of theoretical predictions and 
experimental observations that will let us interpret data for samples; and establishing ways of 
summarizing and depicting measurements of such complexity. Success will require the 
convergence of advances at all of these technical and conceptual problems, and aiming the 
resulting capability to worthy applications.  
 We focus our energies on Fourier transform mass spectrometry (FTMS), which has 
several properties that could be transformative for our goals, including: exceptional mass 
resolution (M/∆M of hundreds of thousands); the ability to simultaneously observe many species 
spanning significant ranges in mass; and high sensitivity. The key question is whether this tool 
can be adapted into an analytical instrument with useful precision and accuracy in isotope ratios. 
Initial experiments were performed using the Q-Exactive GC— a novel version of the 
Orbitrap family of FTMS’s having a gas ion source, GC sample introduction system, and optics 
optimized for study of relatively low mass ions. Measurements of D/13C of isobutene 
demonstrate the capacity of this instrument to return isotope ratios near natural abundances, with 
excellent ratio stability (varying little over many hours), and external errors down to 1 per mil. 
This instrument enables a high level of operator control on the portions of the mass spectrum 
interrogated in each measurement, and thus should be suitable for quickly assembling data sets 
constraining the isotopic contents of molecules and several of their fragment ions. Prior studies 
demonstrate that this instrument has minimum detection limits on the order of a few ions (in a ~1 
second time window), meaning it should be possible to extend these capabilities to relatively 
rare, multiply substituted species.  In the coming months we will explore the limits of sensitivity 
and precision for this platform and design the first methods that retrieve proportions of ~10 
isotopologues from the mass spectra of simple model compounds — our beach head on the 100 
isotopologue challenge. 
